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The Epic Tale of Pat & Casey Baldwin's Uncredited Visionary Invention Of The

Free Flight 1937 Modernistic Tractor
Model Winding Station

Subtitle: Here lies a long forgotten fictional fable that is fast becoming known as the first and only
exploratory fact finding attempt to “Unwind” a very incoherent and non-existent “HISTORY of
Winding STOOGES.” It's all very clouded in mystery to this day, but it is hoped that this accounting
may perhaps shed some light on the subject and offer a plausible explanation as to why “Winding
STOOGES” ended up with such an unfortunate “Misguided Moniker.”

— A Fictional Short Story by Jeffrey B. (JB) Nisley —
A Last! A Far Fetched Epic Tale of the story of a tool that most of us outdoor rubber powered model
aircraft winders take for granted and can't seem to do without nowadays. A story which was in fact
brought back in the brink of time from the forgotten annals of history by the likes of Nathaniel, an Oldtimer Veteran Aeromodeller some of us locals like to refer to as a modern day MacGyver, and retold by a
relatively recent model airplane hobbyist newbie—none other than JB—a 21 st Century Aeromodelling
wannabe. You will find embedded in this work a not-so-subtle suggestion to change the nomenclature
of “Winding Stooges” to”Winding Stations,” and although this story should be restrained to the subject
of STOOGES only—there is a NOSTALGIC NOD to “platforms, TPs, tractor models, and aromatic pipe
tobacco.” Having said all that—this is also meant as an introduction to the very rich universe the
Baldwins lived in during this fascinating period of history. ;-)

Friendly Disclaimer: What appears here in this fanciful, hopefully amusing accounting of events is by no

means an accurate representation of actual history events as we know it, but if one of the earliest aeromodeller
pioneers still alive today has his facts correct and true to form, this could have been the way things might have
worked out. One cannot rely heavily on a single person's memory to get all the details correct, but by all
unverifiable accounts, this may have been the way things might have happened if we are to believe him. Although
our story teller's actual name has been lost to history—for all intents and purposes, we will call him Nathaniel.
Many of the places in this story are actual places on the map I suggest you visit if you're so inclined. Five of the
characters in this story were actual persons with their own extensive and noteworthy real histories. They include
Marty Welch, Sidney Camm, Ted Hopgood, Casey Baldwin and his son Pat A.G.B. Baldwin. It is the intention of this
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author to refrain from re-writing history with this story, and likewise I do not wish to diminish nor harm the
legacies of any of these individuals. This story is written in good faith and as a result it is my hope that no harm
occurs to anyone. Also please note that if you are viewing this PDF online, the links to the web pages should work.

Author's Observation: As Nathaniel prepares to relate this aviation related tale, you would naturally
think the last place for its setting would be the Grand Banks, one of the world's richest fishing grounds
off the island of Newfoundland. More precisely this tale begins its journey in a building near the
shoreline of the Bras d'Or Lakes in Cape Brenten in the northern portion of the far eastern province of
Nova Scotia, Canada. The building I'm referring to originally was designated as a “Kitehouse,” and then
became the “Boathouse.” Alexander Graham Bell liked to call this building his Beinn Bhreagh
Laboratory. Beinn Bhreagh was the name Alexander Bell and his wife Mabel liked to call their castlelike elaborate estate that was nestled halfway up the hill on a peninsula that was across the bay
overlooking the (at that time) village of Baddeck, Nova Scotia, Canada. It was 1908 in this somewhat
famous “Boathouse” that a group of four men lead by Alexander Bell, the AEA, performed valuable
aeronautical experiments in the design and successful implementation of early manned airplane flight.

— So Step Aboard this Alternate Space-Time Continuum Time Machine
just to see how things might have turned out differently.—
At last our story begins:
After Nathaniel took a slow puff on his trusty well-worn pipe and had a well deserved shot of
whiskey, he began what he believed was his mostly accurate recollection of events he could
muster by pointing out that in the year 1935, Fredrick Walker (Casey) Baldwin was invited by his good
friend Angus Walters, the captain of the Bluenose, to join him in crossing the Atlantic to sail to England
to represent Canada at the Silver Jubilee of King George and Queen Mary. By this time, at age 53,
Baldwin already was an accomplished sailor and a member of the Nova Scotia legislature. Casey made
this a family affair by bringing his two sons along for the journey: Robert Parmenter Baldwin born in
1913 to him and his wife, Kathleen Stewart Parmenter, and the younger of the two, Patrick Alexander
Graham Bell Baldwin, born in 1921. All three made this exciting and eventful voyage aboard the famous
Canadian Nova Scotia Saltbank Schooner named the Bluenose. (More about this famous Canadian
vessel later.)
Almost a year later to the day after the trip abroad, Casey, and Pat, now aged
15, were both toiling away in Alexander Graham Bell's Boatshop located near
the shoreline, each concentrating on their own important woodworking
project—or so it seems . . . Among other things, Pat was in the midst of learning
how to use a Jack Plane, and without warning in the relative quietness of
having only a few workers in a not so spacious room, Casey suddenly herd a rather sharp sounding but
heavy THUD followed by several smaller THUMPS as gravity persuaded what seemed to be a rather

massive heavy object make the inevitable plunge to the rustic wooden floor, resulting in causing quite a
large and ugly GOUGE, one might add.
Without actually seeing what it was—Casey immediately knew what caused the attention grabbing
commotion . . . . first with its front-end heavy deep metal sound and then its higher pitched some would
describe as a rather hollow sickening wooden sound. It was all over in a matter of a few seconds
although the noise it garnered seemed to linger longer than it conceivably should have.
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“It was my trusty Adze.” Casey thought to himself. For a brief
moment he couldn't stop himself thinking back to an earlier
time, an exciting time he acknowledged, when he thought of
the first time he employed it by building his first Scrapper
sailboat. In 1912 Casey skippered Scrapper II to win the
Coronation Cup in Sydney, Nova Scotia. In later years Casey
went on to build yet another sailboat dear to his heart, you
guessed it, Scrapper III. This was all in keeping with his love
of the sea and his fine honed skills as a boat builder and as an
accomplished yachtsman.
Author's note: There is an effort underway to fully restore Casey
Baldwin's Scrapper II by an East Coast Children's Museum called the
Kids and Classics Boatshop Museum located in Georgetown, Ontario,
Canada. Donated to the museum in 2010, the 38' "R Class" Racing Yacht
Scrapper II was built by Casey Baldwin in Alexander Graham Bell's
boathouse at Baddeck, NS in 1912. She is currently in sound condition
but will require a full restoration including a new mast, deck and deck
house. (There is a donate button on their website, KidsandClassics.com,
located midway on the main page, if you are so inclined to contribute to this worthy cause.) :-)
As reality crept back into his consciousness, Pat's father hastily snapped at Pat, “Be careful!—I keep that extra
sharp.” Rushing in seconds over to the scene, he added, “Just sharpened it last week—you know. It's a mighty
good thing you didn't get hurt.” “Yea, yea,” Pat replied skittishly—“I'm trying to get to know my way around
this place all right and I can assure you that I'll be extra careful next time . . .”

Observation: One could say that in the early days of aviation around the time of 1908, in the case of Baldwin,
the act of building “Model Aerodromes” or “Dromes” as Casey called them, was simply a means to an end.
Casey most likely was only primarily interested in testing out his untried hunches about flight and theories
of aerial locomotion he was currently working on by trying them out using scaled down models. By virtue of
the fact that everything was new, it was nearly impossible to always do testing at full scale. This period of
aviation was certainly an era of Experimentation to say the least! In the process, one could say that he most
likely became a great model builder out of necessity. Pat on the other hand saw them only as interesting
objects as well as fascinating toys as he was growing up.
Born in 1921, during the formative years of “Flying Machines,” Patrick A.G.B. Baldwin saw plenty of his share
of duel propeller “Twin Pushers”, and gradually started noticing single propeller jobs called “Tractor Models”
take over the flying field at Flying Model Contests that he, his older brother Robert and his father
occasionally attended after sailing across the bay to Baddeck, Nova Scotia aboard his father's 38' Scrapper II
Sailboat . Although he thoroughly loved yachting, his real passion was building and flying model airplanes
just to observe them in the sky—staying aloft in extended flight. At the early age of 15 he was beginning to
perfect his modelling skills well enough to actually build something to fly relatively long distances and able
to compete in contests.
Although Casey most likely built his model “Dromes” for testing purposes, I believe it was hobbyists like his
son Pat who intrinsically saw the innate qualities of the models themselves that began what we now know
as the Aeromodelling Hobby. It's also my take that pioneer Aeromodellists like Pat were instrumental in
establishing the popularity of Aeromodelling as we know it today. Also it may be worth noting that what I've
noticed in the articles that I've read so far concerning early model airplane flight— the contestants and
judges alike seemed to be just as concerned with the distances models flew, as well as the time they stayed
in the air. Ironically this isn't the way we judge contests today, which is purely a function of time spent aloft.
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After a while Pat broke the silence. “Say. Have you ever thought about having a better way of clamping
our model airplanes to your platform that we use to wind the rubber motors? "What do you mean?”
replied Casey as he settled back down in his chair after the Adze Accident, resuming his project at

his work station. What on the surface seemed to be an easy solution, was turning out taking more time
than he counted on. It was only one part of a single perplexing structural component of his hydrofoil
design that by 1935 he was fully invested in. It's solution he now realized, was taking up the morning.
Sensing a touch of frustration, Pat continued, “I'm talking about having something better to wind the
newer modern day 'Tractor Models' that seem to keep winning model airplane contests left and right
nowadays over the Twin Pushers. They're fast becoming the dominate aircraft that's being flown at
meets and are also having quite the favorable impression with the locals because they actually look like
real airplanes.” To this he added, “These are the kind of models I want to learn how to build and fly!”

Observation: What Pat was alluding to was that it seemed that modelers in
the late 1920s and early 30s finally figured out how to overcome the torque
problems associated with a one propeller setup—so it was now possible to
actually build models that look like the era's full scale aircraft.
As the shadows left by the warming sun clearly marked it was afternoon, Casey
stepped outside the Boathouse to get away from his workbench and get a breath of
fresh cool Canadian air. For a brief moment, he took in the panoramic view of the
shoreline before him. Appearing deep in thought . . . . he suddenly decided to change
the subject.

Captain Martin
Leander Welch

Venturing back inside the boathouse to check on
Pat, Casey confided, "Locals around here have
always liked the way my 'Monoplane Twin
Pusher Winding Platform' works. I designed it
specifically for a friend of mine, Captain Marty
Welch.”

Authors note: Mary Welch was the famous captain of the Esperanto,
a Salt Bank Fisherman's Schooner that won the First International
Fisherman's Cup Schooner Races in 1920 and a year later lost to the
Bluenose as Captain of the American fishing schooner Eslie.)
The Bluenose was the pride and joy of the Canada's
east coast's Grand Banks Fishing Fleet. It's been said
that the Bluenose was
"The Fastest Salt Bank Schooner to Ever Sail the Sea."

Sidney Camm with his
Twin Pusher Flying Machine

Casey added, “Little do people know that when Marty took his Captain's
hat off and stepped ashore, his hobby was to construct and fly those quirky twin propeller model flying
machines called 'Twin Pushers.' Unlikely as it seems, he and a fellow 'Flying Machine' enthusiast
named Sidney Camm battled it out for several consecutive years for the coveted Twin Pusher first place
trophy back then at the Contests over in Baddeck, NS.
As Pat's father was clearly reminiscing now, he smiled and said, “Remember how large the crowds were
that showed up at those meets and the huge number of eager boys out to make a name for themselves?
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It was and still is an interesting time to be an
airplane model builder and flier. . . wouldn't you
agree son?” “Yes—very much so.” responded Pat
without hesitation. Then after a lengthy pause, Pat's
father further reflected, "Never did try my hand at
trying to construct one of those contraptions.
They're too unpredictable and quirky.
I left that up to others that have a greater amount of
patience. Besides I was too busy at the time to mess
around with those crazy things. I much prefer
Wimbledon Common, UK, 1908
spending my waking hours thinking about aircraft
design that at least has the remote possibility of having a man seated in the craft able to fly the ship.”
Nathaniel, our story teller, sat back in his overstuffed chair and took another puff on his pipe.
His subsequent exhale added to the room's already sweet aroma amounting to a mixture
combination likened to the smell of whiskey, caramel and hay. Although foreign to me, the aroma was
actually not unpleasant. As the smoke cleared he proceeded to relate this immensely interesting
revelation: “Regardless of his lack of enthusiasm
about making and flying Twin Pushers, Casey, at the
“The title of the article as I remember was:”
time, with a little prodding from Marty Welch, finally
came up with a suitable design for use with the
Build Your Own Captain Marty
Pusher models, and it was quite functional from an
Welch's 1923 Twin Pusher
engineering standpoint I might add. Actually Casey,
Platform for Winding
with his amazing skill set, was well suited to those
Rubber Motors
kinds of endeavors. And as the story goes, because
he was lukewarm about anything to do with Twin
Pushers, he decided to name the thing after Marty
and actually published an article about it in the July
1923 issue of a model airplane magazine at the time
simply called “FLIGHT.”
“Oh—I just remembered one other thing.”
Nathaniel conjured up: “It became a
“Folding Platform” at Marty's insistence
that the Twin Pusher Winding Platform
be collapsible after he gazed upon the
first prototype Casey had come up
with. It seemed that Marty was
a
a little concerned about its size
and reminded Casey that
Captain's quarters were not all
that spacious aboard seagoing
vessels.
Casey then grudgingly obliged by adding a couple of hinges to Marty’s
Twin Pusher Platform which made it possible for it to be able to be
folded in two places so that it could be stored more easily inside a
Sailors Ditty Bag, essential for transport aboard sailing ships.”
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Now back to our story . . .
Pat, realizing that his father had deviated
away from his original question, continued.
“It's been well established that much of the
interest for your full sized Aerodromes you
designed in 1908 and the excitement for the
Twin Pusher 'Monoplanes' other people flew
back in the days of that era is long gone
now. Although lots of people I know have
'FLIGHT' (now Flight International) was founded in 1909 by
Stanley Spooner as 'A Journal devoted to the Interests, Practice,
liked the design and functionally of your
and Progress of Aerial Locomotion and Transport', and is the
twin pusher winding platform, we ought to
world's oldest continuously published aviation news magazine.
think now about designing a totally new one
specifically made for tractor models.” he then added, “I think together we could come up with
something."
Pat was totally right. It had been 13 years since Casey first introduced his first revolutionary twin pusher
winding platform to the very appreciative local A-frame Twin Pusher Model Flying Machine
enthusiasts but now it seems that Casey was growing increasingly aware that there needed to be a
suitable winding platform for the Tractor Models. He thought to himself, “After all, I'm an aeronautical
engineer. And a sound one at that. With Pat's help and enthusiasm, I think we could pull this off.”

— So Started the Quest. —
Observation: The overriding problem with winding platforms of the day was the way the model had to
be secured to the platform. On the one hand it had to be firmly attached to the platform but at the same
time it was paramount that the clamping mechanism didn't hurt the delicate model. Hitherto it was
always a major flaw with the majority of the winding platform designs of the day. It definitely was a
challenge for anyone including the Baldwins to take on, and what would be nice—would be to do this in
an elegant way if possible.
Four days had passed after the decision was made to address this problem with nothing to show for
either Pat's or Casey's time, but on the 5th day Pat was anxious to show his father what he thought was a
revolutionary brand new idea that he had somehow come up with the night before. "My Idea in a
nutshell is that basically all the winding forces could be isolated into a stout metal rod which I've
named a KingPin, and likewise be carried directly to the platform, then travel directly to the ground by
placing the end loop of the rubber motor on a tube instead of a loop of wire you have now at the stern.”
He then added, "The way this works is if you drill a hole in each
side of the model's fuselage at the aft end through a bay that
now is constructed entirely of solid wood, the tube can then be
inserted through one side, then the other resulting in the tube
traveling through the entire fuselage and thus held in place."
Pat continued, "This would only be half of my crazy scheme.”
“Wait.” Pat's father replied quickly. "I don't understand what
you're up to quite yet, but go on . . . . this is getting interesting."
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"I haven't quite thought this completely through yet but if a rod that I'm
calling the KingPin is suspended between two wooden boards with a hole
in each that the rod travels through, and these boards, which I've named
the “Siamese Twin Towers,” are attached at their bottoms to the platform,
then this same rod could hold up the stern of the model ship." With this
and really not quite understanding it all—Casey nevertheless proclaimed,
"I think you're on to something!" It was then that Pat decided to ask, “Is it
okay to try out my ideas on your winding platform?” “Sure!” replied Casey
without hesitation and much thought. “But it's getting late so let's work on
it first thing tomorrow.”
"Let's put it to the test." Casey said to Pat as the dawn broke the next morning. "By the way, I'm getting
used to the idea of having these rather odd ‘Twin Towers’ I see you've added to my winding platform,
but this seems to be working really quite well as I am winding. It's easily holding my airship upright
and steady without using any clamps which is truly amazing. HEY! — I THINK WE HAVE SOMETHING
HERE! — What a breakthrough.” “Thanks Dad." Pat responded.

Observation: So with his father's help, both the Baldwin men were able that morning to test Pat's ideas
and get the kinks worked out of their first crude “Twin Tower KingPin Winding Platform” prototype.
(Spoiler alert: Although the details of their first attempt at a better design does not match up exactly
with the ones we have today, their initial prototype eerily closely resembles and functions exactly the
same as what we 21st Century Aeromodellests now call “Winding Stooges.”)
Our story teller, Nathaniel, continues his narrative. “For several years, Casey and Pat used
their 'Twin Tower KingPin Winding Platform' extensively. By this time they wanted other
Canadians to have the same experience. After a while, however, both felt a more up-to-date and
descriptive name for it would be the ticket. 'Modernistic Free Flight Tractor Model Winding Station.' is
what they finally agreed on midsummer 1937. They felt by adding the term ‘Modernistic,’ it would
naturally garner more support. However for the years leading up to World War II, no one really took
notice of the groundbreaking additions to Casey's original winding platform despite having a second
article written in 1937 by Pat with his father's help and published in the magazine Canadian Flight
Model News which was popular with model builders in Canada at the time.
Nathaniel stated,
“The title of the article to my knowledge was:”

”Build Your Own Patrick A. G. B. Baldwin's
1937 Modernistic Free Flight Tractor
Model Winding Station.”
Observation: You have to realize at that in the 20's and even into the 30's,—Casey and everyone around
him were calling them “Winding Platforms.” It was the Baldwins in 1937, with the publishing of this
article, that made the wise decision to slightly change the terminology and introduce the phrase
'”Winding Stations.” This nomenclature was more descriptive and way more professional sounding. In
my opinion it did a better job of describing the pre-flight phase of winding the rubber motor. Just like
you would have Work Stations in a Factory, so too would a person preparing their Model Airplane for
Free Flight, would naturally take their model to a Winding Station to perform Step One in the process.
Nathaniel, our story teller, added to this: “I'm not sure about this, but I believe the “Station” part
of the name originated from “Work Stations” that everyone was of course familiar with in the
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boat building industry.” He then concluded with, “You also have to consider that Nova Scotia and the
surrounding area was not exactly the “Model Airplane Capital of the World” at the time, so without
much fanfare, and with less appetite now for participating in local contests, the Baldwins were quite
content to enjoy flying their creations in relative isolation at their flying field or 'Grounds' as they called
it in the Baddeck River Valley, about four miles from the town of Baddeck, Nova Scotia where they had
the use of a flat meadow.”

Observation: Very few souls were exposed to the wonderful sight of their shared 'Winding Station' as
they wound their 'Airships'—as they lovingly called their meticulous made and quite air worthy model
airplanes. Pat with his increased skill set was now able to construct
them with considerable precision and flair. And yes, gone were the
days that they referred to them as 'Aerodrome Models' or 'Dromes.'”
In 1938, approximately three years after they had come up with the
concept of their well conceived winding apparatus in 1935, it was none
other than Casey's good friend Captain Marty Welch, the Twin Pusher
Contest Champion of years past, that sailed over to the Baldwin's
“Grounds” along with his flying buddy, Ted Hopgood. They both had
read the Baldwin's article from the year before in the Canadian Flight
Model News magazine and wanted to see the object of their curiosity in
person. From a remarkable distance away it was obvious how easily
and effortlessly the Baldwin men were able to wind their Airships.
“That's quite a contraption you have there." Marty finally stated after he
had removed his skippers hat to enable him to gain a better view. "Yes.
It works surprisingly well for how simple it is.” Pat replied, sporting a
huge grin that suggested his pride.
Ted Hopgood shown here

with his 1936
“Why did you use the phrase 'Free Flight' when
Copeland Wakefield
naming yourWinding Station?” Ted queried. Pat,
without hesitation replied, “Because some of the airplane models are now being
controlled from the ground by the use of new radio control equipment some
modelers are now using. I thought it would be a good idea to make the necessary
distinction that our ships are not controlled in any way by anyone and are ‘Free to
Fly’ by themselves. That's why I've tacked on the words ‘Free Flight’ to the first part
of the name as you can see in the article we published last year.”

Observation: So it goes that after this history making introduction, Marty Welch and
Ted Hopgood, having thoroughly been impressed, talked Pat into making each of
them a “Winding Station” for themselves. Ted just so happened to have a good
Marty Welch with
man's best friend.
quantity of what many of the locals considered “Mighty Fine Rubber for Motors by
All Accounts” stowed aboard Marty's vessel for him to trade with, and Marty agreed
to give Pat sailing lessons in return for his efforts. Pat was obviously delighted to take him up on the
offer. Captain Marty Welch after all was one of the finest Sea Captains of sailing schooners the Grand
Banks had ever seen. It was truly a special win-win for both. This mutual agreement by the way paved
the way for Marty to also become a major contender in the Tractor Model Airplane Contests of the
period as well, and as you might surmise, Pat—with Marty at the helm, became a respected sailor in his
own right. It also certainly goes without saying that Pat and Casey were always in the market for good
quality rubber to make their motors—something that hasn't changed—even to this day. :-D
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PART TWO —
With the addition of “Free Flight” added to the original name, the Baldwin's were quite pleased
with everything having to do with their “Winding Station” . . . . at least in Canada so it goes—as
we shall soon see.
Still going strong, Nathaniel had managed to somehow get his second wind with an extended
puff of his pipe again. (He told me what was coming next was the best part.) Continuing the
saga, he finally spoke . . . “So as fate would have it—a year later in another country, the United
States, a salesman and part time editor of a magazine called the Modern Model Airplane News decided
to make plans to take a business/pleasure vacation to the island of Nova Scotia to seek out one of
aviation's pioneers in manned flight, Casey Baldwin, for an interview.” Nathaniel went on, “Making his
way out to the flying field the Baldwin's called their 'grounds,' Dan appeared on the scene and didn't
exactly quite make a good first impression. Quite unnoticed Dan made his presence known by forcibly
stating these words: 'Is this the thing you have here supposed to take the place of HUMAN STOOGES we
normally employ to help us wind our model airplanes back in the states?' Startled by his sudden
appearance and rather intimidating tone of voice, Pat hesitated for a moment but finally politely
answered, 'YES. Naturally.' ”
Nathaniel pointed out that it was obvious that Dan had already studied the object of his rather rude
comment for some time before he let his presence known. By observing Pat's winding routine for some
time from behind, Nathaniel was certain that Dan was well aware of how effectively and efficiently this
new instrument was at its intended purpose. He understood Dan as then saying something like, "You
mind if I take some notes, sketches and maybe some photographs of it . . . . with your permission, of
course? They certainly would be for my own personal use . . ." “No I don't mind." is what Pat supposedly
had said, and adding to that—Pat continued, “The more people that know about our device—the better.”
So naturally Dan's next question was what Pat intended to call it. After getting the answer to his query
which was “It's our Free Flight Modernistic Tractor Model Winding Station,” it appeared that Dan—
completely out of his element with a moderately troubled look on his face—needed a bit of extra time to
digest this rather perplexing news. After a moment or two, Dan made it perfectly clear to all that were
nearby by blurting, "People, especially modelers, will never remember that long goofy name if you call it
that! You should instead simply call it a 'WINDING STOOGE' and leave it at that!" Starting to get a little
annoyed, Pat replied, “I could shorten it simply to 'WINDING STATION' if that would help. What would
be wrong with that?” Added to this he said, “Don't really like the sound of 'STOOGE' or for that matter
—'STOOGES.' It really seems demeaning. So as long as these are here in Canada, they will remain
as'Winding STATIONS.' They certainly WILL NOT be called 'Winding STOOGES' as long as I have
anything to do with it !!!” — Thus ended a rather contentious conversation.

Observation: To this day, bless his heart, Nathaniel was uncertain of the exact words that were spoken
that day but swears that what he recalls was “close enough” and nevertheless was sticking to his story.
After a short break Nathaniel began talking again. “Not sure how I was privy to this ‘Seedy
Bit of Gossip’ but here goes. Fast forward several years to a little past the end of World War II,
say around 1948, on the third floor of the office building of the popular Model Airplane News
magazine in the American City of Boston—Jane, the office secretary, came over to Dan at his work
station with a well worn and ragged file folder. 'This morning I happened to run across this file folder
with somebody’s notes and sketches plus a few photographs when I was purging some files dating back
from 1939. It looks to be your handwriting with “Free Flight Tractor something-or-other” scribbled here."
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"Oh that," uttered Dan as he gestured to her in such way as to indicate that he wanted her to hand over
the file folder immediately. "During that great vacation I took back in '39, I witnessed an amazing thing
this Canadian free flighter modeler had made together with the help of his son. He let me document it
with some quick sketches and some photos. I guess I must have forgotten about it when news of Hitler's
war hit. I remember at the time I suggested that it aught to be called a 'Winding Stooge' but the owner of
that rather'JAZZY' contraption got rather perturbed at the idea and would not have anything to do with
it if it stayed in Canada. But you know what? — THIS IS AMERICA.— We—along with all the other Allied
forces WON THE WAR, so I could call it whatever I want! Hey! This would be just the thing to bring to
my next Outdoor Flying Contest !!! — My fly'n buddies & everybody will simply “Dig it!” — Here 's
More Fifties Slang Terms. Just say'n . . .

— - — - — - — - — - — - — - — - — - — - — - — - — -— - — - —
So could this have been one of the ways that today's “Winding Stooges”
started making their way unnoticed into Flying Contests with no apparent
history and as a result becoming quite popular around the “Elvis
Presley Era” of of American Model Airplane Builders and Fliers?
Was it also in fact a coincidence that the number one most popular
threesome comedy team at the time was appearing on recently invented TV sets
after school in front of our youngsters?

—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—-—

I'll leave these sixty four thousand dollar questions to the AEROMODELLING masses.
— So if you haven't already looked it up — Here's the dictionary's definition of STOOGE. :(
THE END

Thanks for taking the time to reading this short story. Be sure to pass this
along to your AEROMODELLING friends if you think this was worthwhile
and don't hesitate to go to Casey's Free Flight BLOG for the latest monthly
Post. Regards, Jeffrey (JB) Nisley
You can find out more about the
accomplishments and legacy of
Fredrick Walker (Casey)
Baldwin plus information
featuring Alexander Graham
Bell and the members of his 1908
group, the AEA, in this excellent
book written by John G. Langley.
It's simply titled “Casey.”
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